FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Ease the Transition of Securing Enterprises and Mobile Computing with SSH
Using a ’How To Guide’ from Pragma Systems and Stay-Linked™

Austin, TX {March 24, 2010} – Pragma Systems, a leading provider of enterprise-class remote
access and security software for Microsoft Windows, and Stay-Linked Corporation, announced
the availability of a white paper titled ‘Pragma Systems & Stay-Linked™: Remote SSH
Connectivity Done Right’. The primer examines the benefits of upgrading and implementing a
highly effective, SSH (secure shell) connectivity solution in an era of high security compliance
demands, an increasingly mobile workforce and heightened concerns relative to corporate
intrusion and espionage.
With an increase in network intrusion, phishing, and identity theft, securing your enterprises’
computers, thin clients, handheld devices and networks, while attempting to maintain the everchanging federal regulatory compliance mandates, is a top priority for many corporations. The
efforts in preventing security breaches drain corporations’ time, resources and money. The
transition to a secure infrastructure is significantly easier and cost effective with solutions utilizing
SSH to replace telnet, FTP and other non-secure protocols.
The ‘How To Guide’ explains:
• How to upgrade or implement a system to create a highly effective, SSH connectivity
solution
• Overview of key regulatory and market developments
• Making the shift from FTP, Telnet and other system administration methods to SSH,
enabling secure logins and command execution over networks and between hosts
• SSH benefits and uses
• A secure and effective end-to-end SSH solution provided by Pragma Systems and StayLinked to protect and secure remote access to your enterprise.
”At Stay-Linked, we only partner with companies that offer best-of-breed solutions. That’s
certainly true of Pragma Systems and their FortressSSH Server,” says David Griffith, President of
Stay-Linked Corporation. “This whitepaper helps people understand why corporate security is
vitally important and how easy the host access component of their overall strategy can be using
the Pragma/Stay-Linked solution stack.”
"Two years ago, Pragma Systems and Stay-Linked joined together in a strategic partnership to
answer the need from a variety of customers to solve issues associated with reliable connectivity
across the enterprise. Windows remote connection server leader, Pragma, and the best thin client
mobile software provider, Stay-Linked, have combined their solution stacks to bring world class
secure mobility access to customers worldwide." says Quamrul Mina, Co-founder and CEO of
Pragma Systems. "This white paper represents a variety of the real life customer needs we have
served successfully with our joint solution set".
Pragma and Stay-Linked™ have partnered specifically to ease the deployment of SSH in supply
chain, retail, warehouse management, point-of-sale, healthcare and industrial manufacturing
settings, giving companies an industrial grade, high performance solution.
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Pragma’s FortressSSH Server, and Stay-Linked’s Terminal Emulation provide a comprehensive
security framework deployment for enterprise customers with SSH, SFTP (secure file transfer),
SCP (secure copy) and certificate management for performing essential systems and network
management tasks.
Download the white paper ’How to Guide’ at
http://www.pragmasys.com/pdfs/Pragma_StayLinked_SSH.pdf
About Stay-Linked
Stay-Linked, with its thin-client Client2Host™ architecture, overcomes all of the typical challenges
associated with deploying enterprise wireless terminals by providing reliable host-based
preservation of wireless user application screens/sessions; centralized management of wireless
emulation (SSH) sessions and mobile devices; and secure, end-to-end data transmission
between wireless users and host-resident applications. Stay-Linked is pre-loaded on all currently
shipping Psion Teklogix, LXE, Janam, AML, and Paxar devices. Stay-Linked also supports
devices by Motorola/Symbol, Intermec, Datalogic/PSC, Honeywell/HHP, BOSaNOVA, Citadel,
TM
SmarTerminal, Timbatec, and other popular DOS, Win CE, PocketPC , Windows Mobile devices
– flawlessly. Stay-Linked is also available for MS Windows-based PCs and laptops to allow office
and remote workers to benefit from the same managed emulation environment as wireless and
cellular devices.
About Pragma Systems, Inc.
Pragma Systems Inc. is a leading provider of enterprise class remote access and managed file
transfer software for Microsoft Windows & Windows Mobile platforms and is a Microsoft Gold
Certified Partner. Pragma is an industry leader of Secure Shell and Telnet technology for
Windows. The company’s end-to-end solutions comprising servers, desktop-clients and mobileclients allows data-centers and enterprises to build highly secure infrastructure to access
corporate supply chain, CRM, distribution and warehouse applications over wired or wireless
networks. Pragma’s software is deployed in the majority of Fortune 500 companies in the USA
and over 4000 companies worldwide with millions of licensed nodes in 65 countries. Visit
http://www.pragmasys.com.
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